Introduction
The scheme for minimization of the rms orbit errors in ISRI and SPEAR2 will be used to correct the closed orbit errors in PEP. The effectiveness of this scheme has been studied for some alignment and field errors in the PEP magnets and position monitors. It has been found for orbit correction system in PEP consisting of 48 correctors and 96 monitors, both horizontal and vertical orbits can be kept below 0.5 mm rms values even allowing for a position monitor alignment error of 0.5 mm rms. This method of correction has also been found to be usable to reduce the rms value of the vertical dispersion without appreciably affecting the corrected orbits. The result of this study will be presented in this paper.
The Correction Scheme
Let vectors y and ny be the vertical rbit and dispersion at the position monitors. Let After n times, the best n correctors will be found.
The strength of the corrector vector t for each n is given by Eq. (7). From the operating experience of SPEAR it may be necessary to reduce the vertical dispersion in PEP after the orbit is corrected. The effectiveness of the dispersion correction using the orbit correctors with the same minimization scheme as the orbit correction has been studied. Table 2 gives the results for a typical case. For this case it can be seen that both fny max and ny rms can be reduced by a factor of 5 with only 8 correctors. The effects upon the corrected orbit is relatively small since the strength of the correctors is less than 10% of those required for orbit correction. This method has been tried experimentally at SPEAR and obtained the predicted results.
The Harmonic Representation Some of the results described in the previous sections could be explained in terms of the harmonics of the orbit and dispersion. For example, Fig. 2 shows the harmonics of the vertical orbit before orbit correction for the case described in Fig. 1 . It can be seen that only those harmonics near 19 are dominant. 
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-1 -produces a dispersion having only a few predominant harmonics, as shown in Fig. 5 , so that only a small number of correctors will be needed for dispersion correction. Note that the dispersion before orbit correction has dominant harmonics not just centered around 19 but also near 19 ± 6 as shown in Fig. 4 ; 6 is the machine superperiodicity.
close to position monitors, gives the smallest residual orbit with the minimum corrector strength. A schematic layout of this system is given in Fig. 6 for 1/12 
